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![Graph showing VEGF mRNA fold change over time in BJAB, I-83, and NALM-6 cells.](image)
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![Graph showing VEGF mRNA fold change over time in BJAB, I-83, and NALM-6 cells.](image)
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![Graph showing VEGF mRNA fold change over time in control, JSI-124, SP600125, and JSI-124 + SP600125 conditions.](image)
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![Western blot showing VEGF and β-actin expression in BJAB, I-83, and NALM-6 cells.](image)
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![Graph showing VEGF mRNA fold change over time in BJAB, I-83, and JSI-124 conditions.](image)
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![Western blot showing c-Jun, VEGF, and β-actin expression in BJAB, I-83, and NALM-6 cells.](image)
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![Bar graph showing percentage of sub-G1 peak in control, JSI-124, VEGF-165, VEGF-165 + JSI-124, Fludarabine, and VEGF-165 + Fludarabine conditions.](image)